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Classic Motoring With A Dash of Celtic Magic

Driving routes to challenge and inspire you. Driving routes which will take you into the most
hidden, remote and scenic corners of Ireland and Wales. Driving routes which,as one classic
motoring journalist put it, you would never find on your own.

(PRWEB) April 8, 2005 -- Driving routes to challenge and inspire you. Driving routes which will take take you
into the most hidden, scenic and remote corners of Ireland and Wales. Driving routes which, as one motoring
journalist put it, you would never find on your own unless you were seriously lost! That is the promise made by
The Classic Car Experience, based in South Wales, UK, should you decide to join them on one of their
motoring tours.

Since the Trans-Cymru Classic 2000, their very first tour which was organised for charity in October 2000, the
company has gone to organise in the region of 20+ tours throughout Ireland and Wales.

Drawing on their native knowledge and years of travelling the hidden byways of both countries, the aim of the
two partners in the company is to design classic motoring routes which are genuinely exciting, occasionally
challenging and always seriously good fun. Ths formula, combined with hand picked hotels and mainly award
winning places to eat, has attracted a very loyal following of enthusiasts and the great sense of camaraderie on
the tours is genuinely infectious.

With their Welsh Challenge Tour in 2003, the company added a new twist to their regular tours with the
introduction of a series of driving skills tests. Claimed, somewhat tongue in cheek, to be the antidote to all the
technicalities and formalities of present-day classic rallying the tests are entirely non competitive and instead
consist of a series of devilishly devious, often wacky, off the wall driving skill exercises designed to test even
the closest of driver-navigator relations! If you really want to know what such articles and welding goggles and
gardening gloves have to do with all of this then you will just have to enter the Welsh Challenge 2005!

For 2005, The Classic Car Experience has introduced a new series of "Go As YouPlease" tours aimed at those
classic motorists wh prefer to have the flexibility of choosing ther own dates and the areas they would like to
visit. There are currently five such tours taking in five different areas of Wales (South WalesMountains &
Valleys;Carmarthenshire & Ceredigion; Snowdonia & Llyn Peninsula; Conwy Valley& North Wales
Borderlands) and one in Ireland.

All tours in Wales are of two day duration but, according to the company, the routes have been designed such
that two or more tours can be linked together for a longer stay. In the coming months the company will also be
designing some longer routes around Wales.

There is more information on the tours at www.classic-routes.com and for those who like to do their own thing
at www.celtic-classic-routes.com.

The company can be contacted directly at:
The Classic Car Experience
25 The Crescent
Maesycwmmer
Caerphilly C.B.
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CF82 7QF
Wales, UK

Tel/Fax: +(44)01443 862516
e-mail: info@classic-routes.com
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Contact Information
Maura Conneely
THE CLASSIC CAR EXPERIENCE
http://www.classic-routes.com
01443 862516

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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